
JLA S/AAR & S/AR  
with S/MS2
Ironing Tables and Steam Ironer

Designed for fast and efficient ironing, these finishing tables 
are simple to install, easy and quick to operate and, ensure 
professional results with the minimum of staff training.

Constructed to the highest standards with a stove-enamelled  
cabinet, the S/AR comes complete with a commercial steam iron,  
and a built in vacuum cools garments for sharper creases and  
holds them to the table for better finishing.

Laundry
Commercial



Laundry
Commercial

ROI 01601 0525
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Key Features

S/AAR Ironing Table

   High build quality. Stove enamelled cabinet - cleanliness and 
long life with robust reliable performance.

  Heated ironing board. Removes residual moisture, keeps 
ironing surface dry.

  Built-in vacuum. Cools garments for sharper creases and 
holds garments to table for better finishing.

  Easy to operate. Professional finishing results with the 
minimum of staff training.

  Commercial steam iron. Constant supply of steam for 
professional quality finish with micro-switch steam control.

  Built-in boiler & powerful steam jet. Excellent results in a short 
space of time.

S/AR Ironing Table and S/MS2 Steam Ironer

   High build quality. Stove enamelled cabinet - cleanliness and 
long life with robust reliable performance.

    Heated ironing board. Removes residual moisture,  
keeps ironing surface dry.        

    Built-in vacuum. Cools garments for sharper creases and 
holds garments to table for better finishing.

    Easy to operate. Professional finishing results with the 
minimum of staff training.

   Commercial steam iron. Constant supply of steam for 
professional quality finish with micro-switch steam control.

    Mounted on castors. Unit easily moved for maximum flexibility.

    Simple plug in to 13amp socket. No installation costs.

Specification
Details  JLA S/AAR JLA S/AR JLA S/MS2
 Complete Steam Ironing Table Ironing Table Stand Alone Steam Ironer
Cabinet Height (mm) 1900 (inc. cable support) 1900 (inc. cable support) 1475 (inc. cable support)
Cabinet Width (mm) 1530 1320 230
Cabinet Depth (mm) 430 460 420
Electrics (Volt/ph/Amp) 400+N/3/16 230/1/13 230/1/13
Steam Production Kg/h (lb/h) 5.4 (11.9) - n/a
Steam Connection (“BSP) 3/8 - n/a
Net Weight (Kg) 87 57 10

All specifications subject to change without notice.


